The objective of canceling the incidental by-catch at sea of large migratory salmonids is only one
of the justifications for the french Marine Resources Defense Association's project for a
NET FREE COASTAL BAND.
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RESUME
This presentation is only one part of the argument of the project of the Marine Resources Defense
Association that wants to set up, in the French region of New Aquitaine a coastal marine band
without fishing nets .
This project has a dual purpose: to fight against the local collapse of marine biodiversity and to
improve the safety of fishermen and reduce conflicts with other users of this highly coveted area.
Regarding biodiversity, protection of spawning salmonids along the coast to find their river is one
of our arguments, as well as the protection of other diadromous fish (shad and sturgeon in
particular), the nurseries for many species, but also the reduction of bycatch of birds, sea turtles
and cetaceans, as well as the reduction of noise.
It should be noted that the salmonids which would benefit from this project belong as much to the
Pyrenean massif as to the Spanish Cantabrian massif.
The parts quoted will be provided on request.
Region concerned: New Aquitaine, FRANCE.
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63. Ensuring the connection of salmonids and other diadromous fish
SUMMARY
The compulsory holding of a license to fish for migratory salmonids at sea does not prevent the
coastal gillnets in front of the seashore of Pays Basque, Landes and Gironde from catching on
bottom of less than 20 meters in all seasons and especially during the migratory peak several
thousand salmonids , which is of the same order of magnitude or even higher than the estimates
of the spawners then detected in the rivers Adour and Nivelle (about 3,000 individuals?)
These salmonid losses are not « incidental » in that the gear is placed exactly where and how it is
needed to block the millenary path of the spawners along the coast below the surface.
This information is gathered in reports of IFREMER1, kept out of the public and COGEPOMI2 for
more than 10 years, in which there are many manipulations to mask the severity of the diagnosis.
1 French Research Institute for the Exploration of the Sea (Institut Français de Recherche pour l'Exploration de la
Mer)
2 Migratory Fish Management Committee, Cf. articles R436-45 et suivants du code de l'environnement
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The COGEPOMI Adour has been illegally neutralized by the local administration since its
creation.
Under these conditions, the total and definitive ban on all fishing gear in the 2-mile / 20-meter
deep coastal marine band is the ultimate solution to put an end to this situation while the
Pyrenean salmon is officially threatened with extinction. and that the negative consequences of
global warming on salmonids are probably out of reach of any human control.

631. Vertical distribution of salmonids in coastal waters

The UK Environment Agency published in 2015 a review of protective measures to protect
salmonids in coastal waters3.
Since a first study in 1979, the scientific literature accumulates evidence4 that salmonids circulate
very predominantly (90%) in the layer of the 10 meters of the most superficial water, and even
closer to the surface at night.
Perhaps, the most important study is that of Godfrey et al. 2014 which studied the behavior of 34
adult salmon equipped with satellite transmitters in Scottish coastal waters: all these fish spent
between 79 and 90% of their time in the first 10 meters.

3 « Review of protection measures for atlantic salmon and sea trout in inshore waters », Dr Katie Sumner, senior
research scientist, Evidence directorate, Environnement Agency, UK, octobre 2015
4 Hawkins, A. D., Urquhart, G. G., & Shearer, W. M. (1979). The coastal movements of returning Atlantic salmon,
Salmo salar (L.) (pp. 789-791). Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland.
Potter, E. C. E. (1985). Salmonid migrations off the north-east coast of England. Proceedings of the Institute of
Fisheries Management 16th Anniversary Study Course, 16-19 Sept, York University, pp 124-141
Holm, M., Jacobsen, J. A., Sturlaugsson, J., & Holst, J. C. (2006). Behaviour of Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar L.)
recorded by data storage tags in the NE Atlantic– implications for interception by pelagic trawls. ICES.
Sturlaugsson, J., Gudbjornsson, S., & Stockhausen, H. (2009). Orientation of homing Atlantic salmon (Salmo Salar L.)
mapped in relation to geomagnetic fields. International Council for the Exploration of the Sea, CM.
Davidsen, J. G., Rikardsen, A. H., Thorstad, E. B., Halttunen, E., Mitamura, H., Præbel, K., Skardhamar, J. & Næsje, T.
F. (2013). Homing behaviour of Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) during final phase of marine migration and river
entry. Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences, 70(5), 794-802.
Godfrey, J. D., Stewart, D. C., Middlemas, S. J., & Armstrong, J. D. (2014). Depth use and migratory behaviour of
homing Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) in Scottish coastal waters. ICES Journal of Marine Science: Journal du
Conseil.
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The convergence of all studies is also found in kelts5 (these rare salmon able to spawn several times
in their native river), sea trout6 and post-smolts7 (young salmon at sea who has just left his native
5 Hubley, P. B., Amiro, P. G., Gibson, A. J. F., Lacroix, G. L., & Redden, A. M. (2008). Survival and behaviour of
migrating Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar L.) kelts in river, estuarine, and coastal habitat. ICES Journal of Marine
Science: Journal du Conseil, 65(9), 1626-1634.
Halttunen, E., Rikardsen, A. H., Davidsen, J. G., Thorstad, E. B., & Dempson, J. B. (2009). Survival, migration speed
and swimming depth of Atlantic salmon kelts during sea entry and fjord migration. In Tagging and Tracking of
Marine Animals with Electronic Devices (pp. 35-49). Springer Netherlands.
Reddin, D. G., Downton, P., Fleming, I. A., Hansen, L. P., & Mahon, A. (2011). Behavioural ecology at sea of Atlantic
salmon (Salmo salar L.) kelts from a Newfoundland (Canada) river. Fisheries Oceanography, 20(3), 174-191
6 Sturlaugsson, J. & Johannsson, M. (1996). Migratory Pattern of Wild Sea Trout (Salmo trutta L.) in SE-Iceland
Recorded by Data Storage Tags. International Council for the Exploration of the Sea. C.M.
Rikardsen, A. H., Diserud, O. H., Elliott, J., Dempson, J. B., Sturlaugsson, J., & Jensen, A. J. (2007). The marine
temperature and depth preferences of Arctic charr (Salvelinus alpinus) and sea trout (Salmo trutta), as recorded by
data storage tags. Fisheries Oceanography, 16(5), 436-447.
7 Holm, M., Holst, J. C., & Hansen, L. P. (2000). Spatial and temporal distribution of post-smolts of Atlantic salmon
(Salmo salar L.) in the Norwegian Sea and adjacent areas. ICES Journal of Marine Science: Journal du Conseil,
57(4), 955-964.
Reddin, D. G., Downton, P., & Friedland, K. D. (2006). Diurnal and nocturnal temperatures for Atlantic salmon
postsmolts (Salmo salar L.) during their early marine life. Fishery Bulletin, 104(3), 415-428
Davidsen, J. G., Plantalech Manel‐la, N., Økland, F., Diserud, O. H., Thorstad, E. B., Finstad, B., Sivertsgård, R.,
McKinley, R. S., & Rikardsen, A. H. (2008). Changes in swimming depths of Atlantic salmon Salmo salar post‐
smolts relative to light intensity. Journal of Fish Biology, 73(4), 1065-1074.
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river).

632. Behavior of migratory salmonids in coastal waters
In coastal and peri-estuarine waters, salmonids search for the "scent" of their native river by
exploring freshwater arrivals, leading them to « walk along the coasts in search of landmarks to
locate their places of birth » in order to breed ". The littoral marine band thus appears as the natural
path along which the salmon will seek and then recognize the maritime extension of its native river
among other rivers.It is certainly the case of the grilse (salmon of 1 winter of sea), and it would be
less true for the big salmon of several winters of sea 8.
This recognition is not immediate.

Renkawitz, M. D., Sheehan, T. F., & Goulette, G. S. (2012). Swimming depth, behavior, and survival of Atlantic salmon
postsmolts in Penobscot Bay, Maine. Transactions of the American Fisheries Society, 141(5), 1219-1229
Thorstad, E. B., Whoriskey, F., Uglem, I., Moore, A., Rikardsen, A. H., & Finstad, B. (2012). A critical life stage of the
Atlantic salmon Salmo salar: behaviour and survival during the smolt and initial post‐smolt migration. Journal of
Fish Biology, 81(2), 500542.
8 Indeed, scientists report an overwhelming majority of fish from 2 to 3 kg in coastal catches.
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At each estuary, even minimal, this exploration is made of hesitations, abortive attempts or even
returns to the sea which reflects the laborious nature of this quest to engender life.

This behavior has for example been studied for the Adour River9.
The residence time in the coastal and estuarine zone is thus very variable, from a few hours for the
most determined fish to a few months, and the comings and goings depend on physicochemical and
hydrobiological factors such as the variation of the flow rate, the rate of dissolved oxygen, the
temperature of the water and probably the pollution.
The presence of salmon is observed throughout the year, although there is a peak of presence from
March to October as evidenced by the catch statistics.

9 PROUZET P., 2001 - Rapport sur les prises de salmonidés en zone côtière du Pays Basque et du Sud des Landes
en 2000. Rapport IFREMER/DRV/RH. Contrat DIREN-CG 64, 46 pages.
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It is therefore understandable that salmon are very vulnerable to nets laid in the coastal zone, and
especially to those laid on the surface, especially from March to October, and even more so in periestuarine areas.
As for sea trout, which would be only a vagrant river trout, its very variable life cycle is made of
migrations of a few months or a few years, over much shorter distances, and it reproduces regularly
several times. Its comings and goings in the estuaries are observed all year round, even if the
spawning run takes place in the spring (May and June). In the end, its vulnerability to coastal nets
and especially to surface nets is also very important ... all along the year.
633. Coastal professional fishing with a gillnet10

When the swell allows, this fishing is so close to the seashore that it has generated the expression
"fishing on the ground" or "fishing on the sand" which is barely exaggerated.

10 This fishery is presented in section "1.2.1 Professional Fishermen"
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The floating rope signals the presence of the barriers of the gillnets which are often, but not always
set perpendicular to the coast, on variable lengths of 250 to 1500 meters.

In view of the very high tropism of migratory salmonids for the
superficial layer, and their path along the coast, we can see that one
could not do better to catch them at sea.
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In these circumstances, talking about « incidental catch » or « bycatch » is not acceptable. On the
contrary, they are « intentional captures11 » that are expected in the season, along with other open
water species such as Atlantic Bonito12 or Stripe Seabream13. We will come back to this important
point a little further.
Such dams of nets, commonly 7 to 8 succeed each other along a portion of coast that has chosen to
fish such or such commercial boat, a few hundred meters apart from each other, for example under
the eyes of the MESSANGES14 semaphore, even during the summer.

634. The truth about incidental catches of salmonids at sea
6341. Brief history of local regulation
By adhering to the International Convention for the Conservation of North Atlantic Salmon
(NASCO 15), the European Union (EU) has banned salmonid fishing beyond 12 nautical miles since
1 October 1983 (Article 2).
11 We are talking about "target species".
12 Atlantic Bonito (sarda sarda)
13 Striped Seabream (Lithognathus mormyrus )
14 Little coastal village in the south of the department of LANDES (40), France
15 North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organization
http://www.nasco.int/index.html
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The EU has confirmed this prohibition on the high seas by Article 26 of Technical Regulation (EC)
850/9816 and extended it beyond 6 miles but also to all trawlers wherever they are.
In the case of France ("region 3"), the text says:
« Restrictions on fishing for salmon and sea trout
Salmon and sea trout shall not be retained on board or be transhipped, landed, transported, stored,
sold, displayed or offered for sale, but shall be returned immediately to the sea when taken:
— within the waters situated outside the six-mile limit measured from Member States’ baselines in
regions 1, 2, 3 and 4,
— by way of derogation from Article 2(1), outside the waters under the sovereignty or jurisdiction
of the Member States in regions 1, 2, 3, and 4, except in the waters under the jurisdiction of
Greenland and the Faroe Islands,
— when fishing with any towed net. »
Questioned by the ADRM, the Directorate General for Maritime Affairs and Fisheries of the
European Commission has sent us this interpretation of Article 26:
"The three elements of article 26 (1) of Regulation (EC) n° 850/98 must be considered
independently, therefore with the conjunction " or ", noting that the first two indents relate to
different geographical areas.
The provisions apply to all salmonid fisheries in both geographic areas and to towed gear
fisheries in all areas, including both inside and outside the 6 nautical mile zones. "

16 Council regulation (EC) n° 850/98 of 30 March 1998 for the conservation of fishery resources through technical
measures for the protection of juveniles of marine organisms
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In the former Aquitaine region, fishing for migratory salmonids at sea is authorized for all gear from
1 January to 31 December17, but requires a specific license and a specific entitlement18 for
professionals.
This fishing opportunity seems to be in direct opposition to the common fisheries policy because
« a member State may adopt measures for the conservation of fish stocks in Union waters provided
that those measures fulfil several requirements », and in particular the following two:
1. « they are compatible with the objectives set out in article 2 »
2. « they are at least as stringent as measures under Union law. » 19 :
Here we affirm:
17 Cf. the prefectural orders of the Aquitaine region of 17-05-2002, 25-06-2007, 29-07-2009 and the one of 28-102009, still valid (appendix I)
18 Order of 15 September 1993 establishing a common system of licenses for fishing in estuaries and fishing for
migratory fish along the coasts of the North Sea, English Channel and Atlantic Ocean
CMEA license from the name of the Commission Estuarine and Diadromous Fish that issue it and specific rights
"salmonids"
Arrêté du 15 septembre 1993 instituant un régime commun de licences pour la pêche dans les estuaires et la pêche des
poissons migrateurs le long des côtes du littoral de la mer du Nord, de la Manche et de l'océan Atlantique
licence CMEA du nom de la Commission Milieux Estuariens et Amphihalins qui la délivre et droit spécifiques
« salmonidés »
19 Regulation (EU) n°1380/2013 of the European Parliament and of the council of 11 December 2013 on the
Common Fisheries Policy, article 19
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•

This fishery can not be sustainable since the conservation limits for Pyrenean salmonids are
unknown and they are officially threatened with total loss. And of course, the situation of
Cantabrian salmonids which are also detected on these French coasts is no better.

•

If the EU strictly prohibits salmonid fishing via NASCO beyond 12 MN, and even beyond 6
MN, France should not be able to authorize it in the 6-mile coastal band, even under license
condition,

The ADRM also believes that this policy is in opposition to Article 7 of the UN Migratory Fish
Stocks Agreement.20, but also with the Marine Strategy Framework Directive, the United Nations
World Charter on Nature, Article 5 of the Environmental Charter, the OSPAR Convention, and the
recommendations of NASCO and ICES21.
The ADRM has lodged an appeal on this subject before the Administrative Court of BORDEAUX22.
The number of licenses needed to market salmonids is reduced (25 for 2016-2017)23 and priority is
given to the marine fishermen of the estuary, so that very few vessels operating only at sea have
obtained it.
•

In 2012, only one vessel with an authorization for net and a CMEA license allegedly fished
for salmon at sea in zone 15E8SJ (Saint-Jean-de-Luz)24.

But it is not enough to restrict access to the salmonid fishery at sea to ensure
that they stop being fished there. The nets know neither the laws nor the species
of fish : they fish as soon as they are immersed, with or without a license.
This complex regulation, because it is not accompanied by the slightest technical measure, is still
ineffective: salmon are still fished, probably at a level never reached for a long time, partly because
of the massive restocking on the river « Gave of Pau »25. Those « non-target species » have simply
become « incidental » catches or « bycatch ». After the fish market, salmonids now go through the
parallel market and this is the only effect of this discretionary licensing system.
This is what the president of the CRPMEM26, a professional fisherman in Capbreton, publicly
explained on June 4, 2014 at a meeting of the local COGEPOMI's « salmon technical group »27.
20 Decree No. 2004-215 of 8 March 2004 on the publication of the Agreement for the Application of the Provisions of
the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 on the Conservation and
Management of Stocks of fish that move within and beyond exclusive economic zones (straddling stocks) and
highly migratory fish stocks (together two appendices), done in New York on 4 December 1995 and signed by
France on 4 December 1996
21 International Council for the Exploration of the Sea , chief scientific advisor to the EU on fisheries
22 Appeal No. 1900678 introduced on 13 February 2019
23 2016-23 deliberation of the CRPMEM of Aquitaine
24 Salmon note for the needs of COGEPOMI Adour, CRPMEM Aquitaine, Institute of Aquatic Environments,
December 2012, figure 2.
25 The contribution of this restocking to the total contingent of salmon of the estuary is estimated at 20%
(CARPOMIBA2013-2017 project, CNRS / UPPA / INRA / MIGRADOUR)
26 Regional Committee for Maritime Fisheries and Marine Farms
27 Migratory Fish Management Committee, announced by Decree No. 94-157 of 16 February 1994 relating to fish
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This declaration in the form of a confession which animated the debates of the plenary session of
COGEPOMI on July 9, 2014 has been abundantly relayed by the local departmental angling
federation28 , by the regional general press29 and by the regional angling press, in several issues of
the Official Gazette for Fishing and Water30 :
"Fishermen from Capbreton have admitted to fishing "accidentally" every year a significant
number of salmon, which exceeds the thousand subjects. They were forced to this confession by a
complaint of their Bayonne colleagues, estuarine fishermen of the Adour, addressed to the
Prefecture of Aquitaine Region.
Salmon can only be legally caught in the estuary by marine fishermen and, on the river and its
tributaries upstream, by freshwater fishermen and anglers. All catches made at sea must be
released ...
Capbreton fishermen representative thus confessed to take these fishes by matching this revelation
with a request for "valorization" of these catches, that is to say that they tried to obtain the
authorization to market them. Faced with the refusal of the administration, their representative said
in front of several witnesses of the angling federations mentioned above that they would dispense
with this authorization by selling them on a "parallel market"! "
This case has not finished shaking the COGEPOMI, as this very tense exchange in the plenary of
November 24, 2016:
DEPARTMENTAL ANGLING FEDERATION: "A few years ago, the representative of the coastal
fishermen reported in COGEPOMI plenary session probably about a thousand coastal catches of
salmon this year. There is therefore a strong impact of this inshore fishery on the stocks of the
nearby basins. "
The CRPMEM: "That day, the representative of the CRPMEM Aquitaine had only repeated the
terms of a letter sent by several shipowners to the prefect of the region asking to be authorized to
sell the salmon caught at sea because their catches reached several hundred fish, without ensuring
that it was the truth of their catch. "
We publish in annexes this famous letter of which here is an extract:

"Three years ago, we accidentally took 10 salmon throughout the
season and we sold it for 40 € / kg ... This year 2013, the bycatch has
multiplied by 15. Salmon, there are everywhere from the coast at 2
miles, either south (Labenne) or north (Messanges). Count how much
we destroy! "
species living alternately in fresh and salt water (Articles R436-44 of the Environment Code)
28 Extract from the preparatory sheet of the local departmental angling federation FDPPMA 64 "Intervention
COGEPOMI July 9, 2014" : "Let's add, since the last technical meeting of the salmon technical group on June 4,
2014, an estimate of about 1000 "accidentally"captured salmons along the coastal area between Mimizan and Spain,
according to the representative of the fishermen of Capbreton." This will be recalled in the "COGEPOMI
intervention form on May 5, 2015".
29 « Pyrénées-Atlantiques : ils dénoncent la pêche au filet » newspaper Le Sud Ouest March 9, 2015
https://www.sudouest.fr/2015/03/09/les-pecheurs-de-saumon-montent-au-filet-1853027-2721.php
30 For example, in Gazette Officielle de la Pêche et de l'Eau n°2213 (7-11-2014), n°2231 (20-03-2015), n°2246 (3-072015) et n°2263 (6-11-2015)
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It should be noted that this fisherman does not leave a shadow of a doubt as to the fate of the caught
salmonids: they are obviously dead, and it is vain to believe that they can be released alive, with a
significant percentage of success and this for many specific reasons .
A fish dies very quickly in the meshes of a net, so much so that the nets targetting meager for
example are only left immersed for 2 or 3 hours because this flesh decomposes very quickly.
Here, the coastal gillnets referred to are fishing all night, and at dawn, the captured salmonid is
invariably dead, unless the capture just occurs. But in this very particular case, it is considered that
the injuries are systematic except perhaps if the fish were to be released with the minimum of
handling in the seconds following the capture31.
the injuries inflicted are often serious: systematic loss of mucus and scales, cuts due to the
monofilament, fins lesions, visceral lesions, haemorrhages, even barotrauma. In the event of release,
there is a high risk of delayed mortality (for example, frequent secondary infection) and also
inability to reproduce, often due to induced stress.
This 85 cm breeder was intercepted on Nivelle river, an index river for EU at the end of February
2019 and has very serious injuries (with possible break-in of the peritoneum) which jeopardize its
ability to reproduce:

31 Potter, T. & Maoiléidigh, N. Ó., (2006). Review of mixed stock fisheries for Atlantic salmon in European
community waters, excluding the Baltic Sea.
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6342.At-sea observations in confidential scientific reports
Between June 15 and August 9, 2000, 25 salmonids (21 salmon and 4 sea trout) were caught by
coastal gillnets set by boats from Capbreton32 during 10 tides with at-sea observers, which equal to
an average of 2, 5 salmonids by tide and vessel. Note that two tides were observed "at the end
and outside the known migratory period", resulting in two nil results (July 29 and August 9) which
draws the average down. Excluding the tide on August 9, this average was 2.8. This average is even
5 salmonids per tide and per ship north of the large dike of Tarnos, near the estuary of Adour river.
In June and August, 2001, 21 salmonids (18 salmon and 3 sea trout) were caught by coastal gillnets
set by boats from Capbreton33 during 6 tides with at-sea observers, which equal to an average of
3.5 salmonids per tide and per vessel. Note that this campaign organized by an association serving
the professionals IMA 34 did not respect the protocol and presented "a shadow area between midJune and mid-July (3rd session on June 13th and 4th on July 22nd), which generally corresponds to
the peak migration of 1 winter salmon of sea »35, which therefore greatly reduced the observed
average. Only 6 tides were observed out of the 10 planned.

Of these 16 observations, we will retain a minimum average of 3 salmonids per tide and
per vessel.
At this time of the year, these vessels make an average of 22 tides per month.
We observe that 10 ships frequent the coast very diligently36 out of the 19 based in
Capbreton.
In total, the extrapolation of at-sea observations to all the vessels concerned over the two
months of June and July gives the estimate N of salmonids officialy caught in an
« incidental » way during this period and only by the vessels based in Capbreton :
N = 3 x 22 x 10 x 2 = 1320 salmonids caught by the vessels based in Capbreton, only for the
period June-July.
This figure eloquently confirms the confession of the president of the CRPMEM of
Aquitaine documented above: "more than 1000 salmon".
32 Report on catches of salmonids in the coastal zone of the Basque Country and Southern Landes in 2000 :
PROUZET P., 2001 - Rapport sur les prises de salmonidés en zone côtière du Pays Basque et du Sud des Landes
en 2000. Rapport IFREMER/DRV/RH. Contrat DIREN-CG 64, 46 pages.
33 Migratory salmonid catches in the coastal zone of the Basque Country and Southern Landes 2001 :
Popovsky J., 2002. Prises des salmonidés migrateurs en zone côtière du Pays Basque et du sud des Landes 2001,
Rapport de campagne IMA, 36 p.
34 IMA stands for Institute of Aquatic Environments, association to the service of the professional fishermen:
http://ima-aquitaine.wixsite.com financed partly by the EU, the state, local authorities and their groupings, public
institutions (see article 6 of the statutes of 7 August 2007)
35 History of salmon catches on the Basco-Landes coasts since 1990: catch periods and conditions :
Cf. page 1 de Prouzet Patrick, 2002, Historique des captures de saumons sur les côtes Basco-landaises depuis
1990 : périodes et conditions de captures. Rapport IFREMER – ADERA.DRV/RH/LHA/AN-01, 28 pages +
annexes
36 See section 4.1 "Failure of overly complex measurements"
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But the global estimate does not stop there: IFREMER recognizes37 that "the number of coastal to
very coastal boats has remained fairly stable (between 30 and 33 vessels registered in Bayonne with
a size between 9 and 12 m). ... Despite this relative stability, it should be noted that the trend in
fishing effort by gillnetters in the coastal strip is rather on the rise with more vessels and more tides
and generally more gear put in the water. ... The increasing importance in recent years of netting in
the coastal zone is a factor favoring the capture of salmon. "

In addition, catches of salmonids are not limited to only two months of June and July but exist
throughout the year. The next picture is of a 2kg160 salmon captured by a gillnet set on the
Aquitaine coast on August 6th:

37 Note on catches of Atlantic salmon at sea south of Mimizan.
Cf. page 7 de :Morandeau Gilles, Caill-Milly Nathalie (2011). Note sur les captures de saumons atlantiques en mer
au sud de Mimizan. Comité Local des Pêches Maritimes et des Élevages Marins, Bayonne - 64, Ref.
HGS/LRHA/2011-001, 8p.
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In the end, the estimate of the parallel market for salmonids from sea
fishing in the south of Aquitaine is very probably greater than 4000
fish38. This estimate does not even take into account catches from the
métiers of pelagic purses seines and trawl.
6343. The art of misinformation
38 Incidentally, the estimated illegal sale of these 4000 fish weighing an average weight of 2,235 kg (mainly "grilse"
see Appendix II of the PROUZET 2001 report) is € 277,000 on the basis of € 31 / kg, average price observed in
auction of St Jean de Luz from the end of May to the beginning of July 2018, ie 50% more than the turnover of the
official fishery in the estuary.
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(1) Missing relevant observations
The quoted reports are careful not to make this shocking estimate and only give tables of austere
figures for each ship, scattered over several pages of the report and without effort of presentation:

It was noted that at-sea observations were made at the end of the migration period (29 July 2000) or
simply outside (9 August 2000).
On the other hand, under the responsibility of an association serving professionals39, the migratory
peak period from mid-June 2001 to mid-July 2001 was not observed, despite the protocol
established ... on the grounds of "highly fluctuating meteorological conditions that would have
prevented the setting of gillnets near the coast during a good part of June and July ": yet the
scientists have demonstrated40 that salmonid catches were recorded even with "rough seas" or
"winds up to 6-7 Beaufort". Especially weather records41 are there to remind the normal weather for
the season that prevailed at this time: we found only two days of strong swell on June 16 and 17,
2001, and four from July 17 to 20, 2001 where fishing did not could have been possible, at least at
39 IMA, « Institut des Milieux Aquatiques » stands for Institute of Aquatic Environments
40 History of salmon catches on the Basco-Landes coasts since 1990: catch periods and conditions :
Prouzet Patrick, 2002, Historique des captures de saumons sur les côtes Basco-landaises depuis 1990 : périodes et
conditions de captures. Rapport IFREMER – ADERA.DRV/RH/LHA/AN-01, 28 pages + annexes
41 Regional climatological office of Météo-France for example, for BISACRROSSE:
https://www.infoclimat.fr/climatologie-mensuelle/07503/juin/2001/biscarrosse.html et
https://www.infoclimat.fr/climatologie-mensuelle/07503/juillet/2001/biscarrosse.html
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the coast.
(2) A very embarrassing finding
In the 2000 at-sea survey report, the halieutes compare the observed salmonid catch rates with the
rates reported by these same three vessels over this period. They can not ignore a very big shift that
we chose to illustrate here by this colorful histogram that speaks for itself:

(3) Justify the unjustifiable
But these same scientists seek at once to explain why these declarations are so weak:
"The overall results differ significantly from the at-sea observations collected during the
experimental fishing campaigns. Indeed, for this boat n°3, the relative importance of migratory
salmonids in the June and July total landings is much lower than that estimated from the
experimental tides (more than 11%). This could be explained by the fact that this unit made one
more tide during the main migratory period and that it was asked during these experimental tides
to prefer, if possible, the setting of gillnets near the coast. "
Both explanations are inadmissible:
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•

the additional tide for this vessel n°3 during the main migratory period is the kind of tide
that must be retained in this study, and conversely, the two tides at the end of the period
(July 29) or even out of period ( August 9) are weakening the average. In this game, an
observation outside the recovery period (March to October?) would find that catches are rare
or even exceptional.

•

To claim that this ship n°3 was forced by the protocol to fish more at the coast than it would
spontaneously do is no more credible, since it is well known that these ships are attracted to
the coast at every opportunity. Moreover, the scientists contradict themselves a little further
by justifying this strong attraction - in a rather inaccurate way - by the will to propose for
sale "a varied offer":
"These catches are made by units that set up shore-side gillnets to search for other open
water species such as tunas, sea bass, meager or sea bream42. The strategy of these boats is
to feed a fresh market looking for diversity of species. As a result, there is no specialization
on a species or a group of species, but a search for a variety of so-called noble fish that
make this type of occupation special. The main landed species belong to flatfish, demersal
fish such as hake43 or to open-water species such as sea bass, meager, sea bream. "

•

Finally, the other two vessels were subjected to the same very coastal fishing protocol as the
ship n°3, neither more nor less.

(4) Manipulate the data
Rather than give the absolute estimate of coastal catches [4000 fish] which is the relevant figure for
NASCO to assess the losses at sea, scientists will then dilute and alter this information and put it
into perspective with the overall tonnage caught by these inshore vessels.
1. They mix the catch of gillnets with those of trammel nets (which never take salmonids, but
exclusively bottom fish)
Thus, salmonid catches are diluted by the catches of groundfish captures which are typical
of trammel nets: hake (merlucius merlucius) , sole (solea solea), wedge sole
(dicologoglossa cuneata), anglers fish (Lophiidae), seabream (pagellus), octopus, red
mullets (Mullidae), Skates and rays (Rajidae), miscellaneous.
With this scheme, salmonids account for only 11.3% of the catches of this vessel n°3,
while the proportion of salmonid catches of the coastal gillnets of this vessel n°3 is
42 Tunas, pelagic fish par excellence, are not among the common species caught by coastal gillnets, nor are sea bass,
meager and seabream, which have become rare. The 4 species that dominate the catches of these gears are atlantic
bonito (sarda sarda), striped seabream (Lithognathus mormyrus), migratory salmonids (salmo salar above all) and
Greater weever (Trachinus draco )
43 Flatfish and demersal fish such as hake are groundfish typically caught by trammel nets, and almost never by coastal
gillnets, except when placed at the bottom of the Capbreton Gouf, in which case they are not more "coastal".
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25.3%.44
2. they discard their own observations and retain only the much lower declarations of the
vessels.
The data are therefore deeply altered: it is no longer the impartial at-sea observations of the
scientists, but the statements of the professionals whose underestimated nature is well
known.
3. Incidentally, they use reported tonnages from June 1 to July 31, as if the salmon migration
season was starting and ending on these specific dates.
These manipulations lead to an irrelevant and misleading (salmonids / all fish) ratio where the
numerator has been weakened and the denominator inflated by taking into account all the seafood
caught by these vessels, which allows the scientists to conclude;
"About 1% of the catch by weight is represented by salmon and sea trout, with most of the landings
(80%) during the 2 summer months consisting of hake, flatfish, sparidae and atlantic bonitos45....
This first study confirmed the highly incidental nature of migratory salmonid catches by the
gillnet fleet in the Bayonne area. »
This false conclusion will then be taken up by subsequent studies46:
'Their catches [of salmonids] represent less than 1% (122 kg) of the total catch (14 845 kg) by
weight of these vessels. "
and especially in the French plan to help salmon47 :
"Coastal trawl and net fisheries are also likely to catch salmon, with no information available at
all. Two campaigns were carried out in 1999 and 200048 with the gillnetters of Capbreton, near the
estuaries of Adour and Nivelle. For five of them, salmon accounted for 1% of the total catch. »
(5) No reference to the vertical distribution of salmonids in coastal waters
IFREMER recognizes49 very clearly that "salmon are trapped all over the Basque-Landes coast but
44 This vessel n°3 catches 43.7 kg of salmonids in 4 tides exclusively with coastal gillnets with an overall catch of
170.985 kg
45 This enumeration is totally false since the coastal gillnets do not take hake or flatfish but atlantic bonito, salmonids,
striped seabream and greater weever, and very few sparidae at that time.
46 Note on catches of Atlantic salmon at sea south of Mimizan :
Morandeau Gilles, Caill-Milly Nathalie (2011). Note sur les captures de saumons atlantiques en mer au sud de
Mimizan. Comité Local des Pêches Maritimes et des Élevages Marins, Bayonne - 64, Ref. HGS/LRHA/2011-001, 8p.
47 French plan for implementing NASCO's recommendations for the protection, management and enhancement of
Atlantic salmon and their habitat, MEEDE, ONEMA, 2007, CNL (07) 56
48 This is a date error: both campaigns were made in 2000 and 2001.
49 Note on catches of Atlantic salmon at sea south of Mimizan :
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more frequently near estuaries and by vessels whose range is generally very coastal. ". To
fishermen who say it is dangerous to fish at the coast according to the weather and so they can not
take as many salmon as the observations might suggest, the scientists invalidate the argument50,
provide evidence to the contrary, and are even worried about an increase in catches over the 3 years
preceding the study, perhaps because of a qualitative improvement in the collection of data ... and
restocking efforts in the river.
The offending practice is that of gillnets51 which are set near the shore : « Migratory salmonid
catches are located in very coastal areas on seabed that do not generally exceed 10 meters. Catches
of migratory salmonids have been made exclusively with gillnets located on shallow waters. »
Although the scientists explain this quest for salmonids along the coast in search of its river, we
reproach them for making no reference to the many studies collected by the British Environment
Agency which clearly shows why the salmonids circulating under the surface are therefore regularly
victims of these practices.
However, scientist are not unaware of this fundamental behavior, because they help estuarine
professionals to develop their surface drift nets with an optimal effective fall in the Adour, using
heavy technology52.
(6) A so-called non-target fishery
In 2001, the scientists say a little quickly that "these initial results allow to conclude to the
unspecified nature of this fishery whose main targets are flatfish, hake or sparidae. »
This is a double mistake: the target species are atlantic bonito, striped seabream, salmonids and
Greater weever as it can be seen from their own observations, summarized in the following table.
As for flat and demersal fish such as hake, they are exclusive targets for bottom nets (especially
trammel nets) but certainly not coastal nets that interest us here.
Cf. page 4 : Morandeau Gilles, Caill-Milly Nathalie (2011). Note sur les captures de saumons atlantiques en mer au
sud de Mimizan. Comité Local des Pêches Maritimes et des Élevages Marins, Bayonne - 64, Ref. HGS/LRHA/2011001, 8p.
50 History of salmon catches on the Basco-Landes coasts since 1990: catch periods and conditions :
Prouzet Patrick, 2002, Historique des captures de saumons sur les côtes Basco-landaises depuis 1990 : périodes et
conditions de captures. Rapport IFREMER – ADERA.DRV/RH/LHA/AN-01, 28 pages + annexes
51 Report on catches of salmonids in the coastal zone of the Basque Country and Southern Landes in 2000 :
PROUZET P., 2001 - Rapport sur les prises de salmonidés en zone côtière du Pays Basque et du Sud des Landes
en 2000. Rapport IFREMER/DRV/RH. Contrat DIREN-CG 64, 46 pages.
52 Acoustic observations on the run of Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) in the Adour estuary (1999-2001)
Sanchez Florence, Prouzet Patrick, Diner Noel, Lissardy Muriel, De Casamajor Marie-Noelle, Cuende François Xavier
(2002). Observations acoustiques sur la remontée du Saumon atlantique (Salmo salar) dans l’estuaire de l’Adour
(1999-2001). R.INT.DRV/RH/LHA
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TARGET SPECIES OF COASTAL GILLNETS (At-sea observations June and July 2000)
Tide
dates

Species
n°1

Species
n°2

Species
n°3

Bonito

Striped
Greater
seabream weever54

Species
n°4

Situation53

15/6/00
North

(35,21%)

(25,35%)

Percentage
reach
> 70%

Weight and percent of
salmonids caught during
this tide

84,50%

0/0

76,61%

5,7 kg/4,6%

74,38%

14 kg/19,28%

75,25%

23,1 kg / 66,09%

73,34%

4,5 kg / 16,1%

78,69%

5 kg / 14,4%

70,83%

6 kg / 7,9%

84,60%

1,6 kg / 4,51%

83,72%

0/0 ( end of migration
period )

73,97%

0/0 ( outside migration
period )

(23,94%)

20/6/00
1 North

Striped
Bonito
seabream (24,19%)

20/6/00
2 South

Striped
Salmon
seabream (9,64%)

29/6/00
South

Salmon Striped

6/7/00
South

Striped
Salmon
seabream (16,1%)

18/7/00
North

Bonito

Salmon

(64,29%)

(14,4%)

19/7/00
North

Various

Seabass

Bonito

Salmon

(30%)

(19,76%)

(13,17%)

(7,9%)

21/7/00
South

Bonito

29/7/00
North

Various

Bonito

(42,74%)

(22,35%)

(52,42%)

Sea trout
(9,64%)

(55,1%)
(60,94%)

seabream
(14,31%)

Bonito
(14,31%)

(42,93%)

(84,6%)

Greater
weever
(18,63%)

9/8/00
North

Bonito
(43,15%)

Striped
seabream
(22,06%)

Greater
weever
(8,76%)

53 La situation Nord ou Sud indique si la marée a été réalisée au nord ou au sud de Capbreton.
54 Il s'agit toujours de la grande vive bien sûr.
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The weight structure of the 9 tides from June 15 to July 29 is visualized at a glance and the
salmonids share is easily identifiable (1st orange color at the bottom):

In 2011, they refined their conclusion: "it does not appear to us that salmon caught at sea have a
status of privileged species as it can be on the Adour. On the Adour, about 20% of the annual
turnover of the estuarine fishery is generated by salmon. It is not a species particularly targeted at
sea, but for all that, it is not neglected. "

They would have calculate, as they say for the salmon caught in the estuary, the economic share of
salmonids in the catch of these famous coastal gillnets right since the salmon is trading at prices55 6
to 8 times higher than those of the bonito, striped seabream and 10 times higher than that of the
greater weever.
55 The sources used to determine the price structure by species in June-July 2000 are: France Agrimer (evolution of
average prices per species and per month in 2000) for marine fish and some reports by IFREMER for diadromous
fish whose market is locally imposed by the fisheries of the Adour estuary, for example : Lissardy Muriel, De
Casamajor Marie-Noelle, Sanchez Florence, Morandeau Gilles, Cuende François - Xavier (2007). Caractérisation
et abondance des captures professionnelles estuariennes dans le bassin de l'Adour en 2005, cf. figure 5 page 8
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Moving from the weight structure to the economic structure of the catch of the day supposes the
knowledge of these prices which are in Capbreton rather those of the direct sale, higher than auction
and not followed officially. For lack of knowing them, we used the average auction prices of June
2000 (France Agrimer) and the prices for diadromous fish of the Adour estuary of the same period
(IFREMER).

►The economic weight of salmonids in the fisheries of the coastal
gillnets is obvious :
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Of the 7 tides observed with salmonid catch (s), salmonids account for 44.5% of the
overall turnover of the 3 Capbreton vessels.
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It is impossible, with such results, to affirm the "very accessory nature" of salmonid catch by
coastal gillnets that deliberately target these species. We can also imagine the extent of the real
predation that could be revealed by the results of a systematic observation of all the tides of this
period.
(7) Documents in "protected access"
To complete this strategy of manipulation, one of the 4 scientific reports is removed from the
curiosity of the public by a ranking "protected access" on the grounds that "access to this document
is not possible on this site »56 because it is not the property of Ifremer. The request for access must
be addressed directly to the applicant / sponsor ".
The 3 others are not referenced on the website Archimer57 and we had to peel bibliographies to
identify them, then arm ourselves with patience and obstinacy to obtain 2 others. One of them was
transmitted without its annexes I and III which did not contain any personal information, but a lot of
catch data.
As for the fourth, the referral to the Commission for Access to Administrative Documents was not
enough: a legal challenge had to be lodged on January 16, 2019 before the administrative court of
Rennes to obtain communication.
(8)The collection of data entrusted to the fishermen themselves
In addition, the latest published statistics are apparently those concerning the 4 seasons 2005-2008:
since then, we have not found any new publication on this sensitive subject while the French plan of
the salmon58 states "conducting annual assessments to obtain more information on bycatch in other
fisheries". For example, of the 627 titles selected in the Archimer database by search for the word
"salmon", there is no publication concerning catch observations from 2009 onwards..
The explanation is in a note of the CRPMEM of Aquitaine59 written in the framework of
COGEPOMI Adour:
"The data presents the results of vessels under 10 meters fishing in estuaries and in the coastal area
registered BA. This data is collected as part of the fishery monitoring of vessels under 10 meters in
Aquitaine set up in 2009 and piloted by the Regional Committee of Fisheries and Marine
Aquaculture (CRPMEM Aquitaine). The technical management of this monitoring is entrusted to
the Institute of Aquatic Environments. "
The note does not provide any information on incidental catches in the coastal zone, but wishes
56 This is the Archimer site, ifremer's institutional archives : http://archimer.ifremer.fr
57 https://archimer.ifremer.fr/search
58 Implementation Plan for the Management of Atlantic Salmon Salmo salar as recommended by the North Atlantic
Salmon Conservation Organization (NASCO) 2013-18 EU - France
59 Salmon note for the needs of COGEPOMI Adour, CRPMEM Aquitaine and Institute of Aquatic Environments,
December 2012
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to "improve the knowledge of incidental catches at sea".
IFREMER has therefore been deprived of the accounting of these incidental catches, as from the
2001 at-sea observations campaign, and this has been entrusted by the administration to the
professional fishermen themselves, who become judges and parties, despite article R436-45 of the
Environment Code, and L912-2 and L912-3 of the code rural et de la pêche maritime60.
The latter, questioned by scientists looking for these data do not hesitate to reject them.
Here is the testimony of a scientist about research on the diadromous fish Coastal migratory route :
"We have huge difficulties to be financed to work on it. Another very important factor is that
commercial fishermen are putting a drag on us.
For example, locally, my colleagues from [...] for [...] on my side for [...], we had found willing sea
fishermen to inform us about their catches and also provide us with samples. The chairman of the
fisheries committee vetoed more than a year of field bargaining, casting doubt on the integrity of
the entire profession. Of course, the argument is that scientific studies are used to curb their fishing
practices. "
The "chairman of the fisheries committee" we are talking about here is the same one who
announced in 2014 that salmon bycatch exceeded "1000 salmon" on Capbreton61 and that they
would continue to be sold on the parallel market.
6344. A fishery at sea with very limited access but persistent sales

IFREMER reports 62 sales of salmonids observed at the fish auction of Saint Jean de Luz over the
period 2005-2008 by "vessels operating only at sea". These sales therefore exclude the
contributions from the Maritimes in the estuary that target salmon with driftnets.
Here too, the histogram that we propose from the IFREMER data makes it possible to immediately
observe the discrepancy between the declarations and the sales:
(1) Under declaration is a phenomenon identified and reported by IFREMER, in any case for
vessels of less than 10 meters for which "the completeness of [declarative] documents does not exist
over the period considered ". For vessels of more than 10 meters, this under-declaration is
completely wanted by the European legislator who decided that below a threshold of 50 kg per
species, the declaration is not mandatory63: « in fact, [ salmonid catch reporting] is often grouped
60 Rural and Sea Fisheries Code.
61 See paragraph 6341.Brief history of local regulation
62 Note on catches of Atlantic salmon at sea south of Mimizan.
Morandeau Gilles, Caill-Milly Nathalie (2011). Note sur les captures de saumons atlantiques en mer au sud de
Mimizan. Comité Local des Pêches Maritimes et des Élevages Marins, Bayonne - 64, Ref. HGS/LRHA/2011-001, 8p.
63 Cf. article 14 § 1 of council regulation (EC) n°1224-2009 of 20 november 2009 establishing a Community control
system for ensuring compliance with the rules of the common fisheries policy,
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together with other species in the same case under the generic name "various fish" »

(2) The auction sales underestimate the reality of global sales for several reasons: there is a lot of
direct sales ("up to 70%" in summer for the Capbreton vessels64 »), ships can land their fish on
Arcachon, there is a frequent confusion of sea trout / salmon (the price of trout is much lower than
that of salmon) and of course there is a parallel market of salmon very perennial and easy to find.
(3)This sale of salmonids is only possible for vessels holding the "license for fishing in estuaries
and fishing for migratory fish" or CMEA license named after the commission of estuarine and
diadromous fish that delivers it65.
(4) It is also surprising to observe a regular marketing of salmon in the auction of Saint-Jean-deLuz-Ciboure by French "towed gear" as reported by the IFREMER scientists while the European
regulation formally forbidden this since tens of years:
"We will approach the production of migratory salmonids caught at sea by the sum of the catches
declared at auction in Saint-Jean-de-Luz, coming from the métiers of the trawl and the purse seines
and that of the gillnetters of Capbreton..66 »
6345. Contoured Environmental Code and neutralized COGEPOMI Adour
64 Article from the newspaper "Le Sud-Ouest" from 28-11-2017 "La vente à quai garde la pêche " signed Arnaud
BERTRAND
65 Order of 15 September 1993 establishing a common system of licenses for fishing in estuaries and fishing for
migratory fish along the coasts of the North Sea, English Channel and Atlantic Ocean
Arrêté du 15 septembre 1993 instituant un régime commun de licences pour la pêche dans les estuaires et la pêche des
poissons migrateurs le long des côtes du littoral de la mer du Nord, de la Manche et de l'océan Atlantique
66 History of salmon catches on the Basco-Landes coasts since 1990: catch periods and conditions:
Prouzet Patrick, 2002, Historique des captures de saumons sur les côtes Basco-landaises depuis 1990 : périodes et
conditions de captures. Rapport IFREMER – ADERA.DRV/RH/LHA/AN-01, 28 pages + annexes
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(1)Through the DREAL67 Aquitaine, the administration illegally neutralizes part of COGEPOMI's
competence by repeatedly repeating the following allegation 68 :
"For professional fishing in coastal marine waters, COGEPOMI has no legal jurisdiction in these
waters. "
This statement is repeated by ONEMA69 :
"These committees have jurisdiction only in river zones and estuaries, the maritime domain
remaining separate. "
The truth is that the code of the Environment70 instructs the COGEPOMI to "propose to the
regional prefect responsible for sea fishing the application of appropriate measures beyond the
transversal limits of the sea in all cases where these measures are necessary for the balanced
management of migratory fish".
With regard to freshwater, COGEPOMI decisions are enforceable when they concern fisheries71: the
PLAGEPOMI72 is legally opposable up to the "transversal limit of the sea".
It is true that this is not the case at sea, where the prefect remains only competent.
But the value of COGEPOMI's recommendations remains fundamental73 concerning :
•
•
•

the monitoring of the application of the plan and the collection of data useful for its
adaptation
the coherence of the fishing regulations
knowledge (using IFREMER for example74).

(2) Proposals for measures are drawn up by "a small group75 » while the environmental code gives
this competence to the whole COGEPOMI 76.
(3) COGEPOMI Adour should legally meet "at least twice a year 77» : l has only met once a year
since the beginning of 2010 and not once in 2017.

67 French Regional Directorate for the Environment, Planning and Housing
68 COGEPOMI Adour, report of plenary session, 9th of July 2014, Bayonne, DREAL Aquitaine + Adour Institute, 7
pages (+ 4 pages of attendance sheet) See page4.
69 French plan for the implementation of the NASCO recommendations for the protection, management and
enhancement of Atlantic salmon and their habitat, ONEMA (National Office for Water and Aquatic Environments),
CF. Page 5/23
70 Article R436-48 paragraph 5 of the Environment Code
71 Articles R436-55 and following
72 Migratory Fish Management Plan written by the Migratory Fish Management Committee (COGEPOMI)
73 See Exhibit 20 extracted from PLAGEPOMI Artois-Picardie 2015-2020, page 135
74 Cf. for example PLAGEPOMI Artois-Picardie, page 135
75 DREAL, Adour Institute, Water Agency, and ONEMA = now integrated inside the french Agency for Biodiversity
76 Articles R436-46 and 48 of the Environment Code
77 Article R436-51
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(4) Given the extent of incidental catches at sea that DREAL can not ignore 78, an innocuous
cantonment measure is decided79 between Capbreton and Tarnos after meetings between
professionals and "administrations concerned" (DIRM-SA and DREAL Aquitaine) but COGEPOMI
is excluded.
The ADRM has sued to cancel the 2015-2019 PLAGEPOMI.
6346. A salmon fishery at sea almost illegal but protected by the administration
The presence of coastal salmon is of course found in departmental archives but also in recent local
literature.
Jean Lartigue tells us the stupid sinking of the fishing boat « Ouragan » when the sea was flat and
the weather fine, a not so distant spring80 on the beach of Casernes (Seignosse, 40510) :
"Jojo PINSOLLE, on his faithful « OURAGAN » set his gillnets on the sand ... From the first meters
of net, there is" appearance" in other words presence of many varieties of fish, with predominance
of seabass but also salmon. (...) We go to the next sector, well wedged between two "baïnes" to cut
the road to fish, and always the same scenario with the same result. (...) While we are struggling to
get out, while approaching the coast and the tide continues to fall, alert, the boat does not have
much water under the keel, and the I tell Jojo that, taking a recalcitrant salmon out of its trap, it
delays so much that the "OURAGAN" is on the heels. It's the beginning of the end (....) Jojo's boat
is taking shelter. Wanting to keep a box full of salmons going to the sea, I fall heavily ... "
The estimate of the 4,000 salmon caught at sea from the 2000 and 2001 at-sea observations should
have triggered a strong corrective action.
Instead, the results were manipulated by state scientists and the administration in order to minimize
these losses and to hide them in reports that remained confidential.
This scandalous strategy of disinformation on an environmental and heritage subject is found at the
highest level of the state caught in the act of lying in its official statements to the North Atlantic
Salmon Conservation Organization ( NASCO81).

78 "1000 salmon in coastal zone": affirmation from recreational fishing Federations reported by DREAL in the
minutes of the plenary session of COGEPOMI Adour of 9 July 2014
79 Order of the prefect of the Aquitaine region of 25-06-2015 legalizing the deliberation n ° 2015-09 of March 3rd,
2015 of the Regional Committee of Maritime Fisheries and Maritime Aquaculture of Aquitaine concerning the
implementation of a measure of Management of Accidental Atlantic Salmon Fisheries, and following orders
80 « Les bateaux de Capbreton et leur histoire » Jean Lartigue, Editions Yago, cop. 2006 (printed in Espagne) page 105
81 http://www.nasco.int/index.html
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This intergovernmental organization received the following information from France in April
201782 :

One can observe that:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

River professionals are not reported
The catches of the maritime professionals of the estuary are massively under-reported:
880 kg for 2015 where these professionals reported 1393 salmon for 5 669 kg.
810 kg for 2016 where these professionals reported 936 salmon for 3809 kg
Accidental catches of salmonids at sea are not reported.
The recreational fishery seems to be responsible for almost all the harvest.

These false statements are, of course, as many violations of Article 15 of the International
Convention83 which stipulates inter alia: "Each Party shall provide the Council with any other
available scientific and statistical information which it requires for the purposes of this Convention.
Upon the request of the Council each Party shall provide to the Council copies of laws, regulations
and programmes in force or, where appropriate, summaries thereof, relating to the conservation,
restoration, enhancement and rational management of salmon stocks subject to this Convention in
its rivers and area of fisheries jurisdiction. . "

82 Cf. page 4 ofe : Annual Progress Report on Actions Taken Under the Implementation Plan for the Calendar Year
2016, EU-France,
(Revised 4 April 2017), CNL(17)30rev
83 Convention for the Conservation of Salmon in the North Atlantic Ocean
http://www.nasco.int/pdf/reports_other/NASCO_Handbook.pdf
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NASCO was not fooled by the bad faith of this sibylline French report, since it denounces84 both
"very rare information", "non-verifiable current actions" or "still not started", note "the nondeclaration of incidental catches while the French administration is able to quantify the released
fish" and claims " more information "so that" the evaluation process can function effectively,
correctly and equitably ".
635.The free net marine strip is essential along the coast
The overall situation of North Atlantic salmon continues to deteriorate "even after the closure of
commercial fisheries at sea"85. Obviously, because bycatch is legion, especially because of the
"mixed" pelagic fisheries that catch pelagic fish and ... salmon. But also because of incidental
coastal catches.
NASCO n°1 concern is to understand and then reduce the excessive mortality of salmonids at sea.
Very important research programs are carried out for this purpose by the IASRB's Scientific Office86
particularly through the international SALSEA program.
Locally, the regulations in force are totally ineffective:
–

–

–

–

The ban on fishing in the 300 meters along the shore of Pays Basque and Landes during day
and summer87 is a security measure that has never been enforced - at least until the end of
November 2017 - and which has no other purpose than to protect the administration on the
day of the first human victim by fishing gear.
The ban on fishing nets set in the 0.3 mile strip between Capbreton and Tarnos88 from May
to July, from Friday 12h to Sunday 12h is a simple agreement of cohabitation between
estuarine professionals of the Adour and the coastal professionals of Capbreton, the first
ones who are aggrieved by the "incidental" catches of salmonids of the second ones they
officially denounced.
« Fixed nets » set on the Landes foreshore at low tide are prohibited within 5 km of the
Adour in the name of the protection of salmonids89, but at the same time, there is no rule in
this sense for gillnets on-board and a fisherie that specifically targets them is even
authorized in the Adour: it is therefore a measure to protect the interests of professionals, but
not salmonids.
The mechanism for regulating access to the salmonid fishery at sea in no way precludes
thousands of "incidental" catches of salmonids in the Bayonne maritime district alone and is

84 2017 Report of the thirty-fourth annual meeting of the council Warberg, Sweden, 6-9-juine 2017, CNL(17)59 Cf.
page 211. lien direct : http://www.nasco.int/pdf/reports_annual/2017%20Council%20Report.pdf
85 Wild Atlantic Salmon: International Management, Presented by: Richard Nadeau, FQSA Congress March 28, 2015,
Canada.
86 IASRB stands for International Atlantic Salmon Reseach Board, created in 2002 by NASCO :
http://www.nasco.int/sas/index.htm
87 Order No. 2006/38 of 26 June 2006 prohibiting the anchoring of fishing nets in the 300-meter strip of the Landes
and Pyrénées-Atlantiques littoral.
88 Order of the prefect of the Aquitaine region of 25-06-2015 legalizing the deliberation n ° 2015-09 of March 3rd,
2015 of the Regional Committee of Maritime Fisheries and Maritime Aquaculture of Aquitaine concerning the
implementation of a measure of Management of Accidental Atlantic Salmon Fisheries, and following orders
89 Ministerial Order No. 1404 of 2 July 1992 "laying down the conditions for the issue of annual authorizations for
setting fixed nets in the tidal balancing zone" Article 10 (f) and departmental decree regulating fixed net fishing on
the Landes coast for the year 2018 n ° 40-2017-07-20-001 article 4 last paragraph
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a foreseeable failure.
Meanwhile, France's # 1 challenge is to reduce the rate of bycatch and illegal capture of salmon by
professional and recreative fishermen90.
So, it is high time to be effective: we denounce a regulation of salmonid fishing at sea that remains
intentionally theoretical without the least efficiency.

It is not enough to restrict salmon fishing at sea,
nor even to ban it

it must be prevented that this fishing is possible91
to cancel the risk of « incidental » capture.
This is our ultimate means of action, if the situation is not permanently compromised and out of all
human control because of the devastating effects of climate change in the oceans and our rivers.
This is a national issue for the Pyrenean salmon officially threatened with total extinction92 by the
government's own admission.
The regulation of fishing for salmonids at sea is apparently strict: in 2012, only one vessel (from
Saint-Jean-de-Luz) was able to legally fish for salmon at sea because it holds a net fishing
authorization , a CMEA license and the specific right "salmonids"93. However, this regulation has
not been accompanied by any "technical measure" to ensure that it is followed by the desired effect,
ie a very strong reduction in catches of salmonids at sea.
Since the early 2000s, this boat of Saint-Jean-de-Luz is also suspected of having decimated the
salmon runs of the Nivelle laboriously restored after 10 years of very important efforts, by fishing
in the bay of Saint-Jean-de-Luz-Ciboure in prohibited areas94.
To tolerate that dams of gillnets bristling our coastal waters in the privileged corridor of circulation
of these spawners on the return is no longer admissible.
THE technical measure that is required today is of course the physical prohibition of any gear
fishing in the coastal marine band in question, which must concern the first 20 meters of depth,
including the tidal range.
The European Union and therefore France are contracting parties of NASCO directives which
require95 « barrier-free migration corridors (physical, chemical or biological) that prevent or
90 See page 8 of the Salmon Management Plan for Atlantic Salmon Salmo Salar as recommended by the North Atlantic
Salmon Conservation Organization (NASCO) 2013-18 EU - France
91 Here is an analogy that everyone can use to illustrate this idea: it is not enough to impose maximum speeds on
vehicles to reduce the rate of accidents due to speed. A significant drop in this rate was obtained only from the
political decision to install radars on the roads. Speeding will be permanently removed from the list of causes of
accidents only after the political decision to design only vehicles automatically clamped to the maximum
permissible speed corresponding to the place of driving.
92 See page 2 of the Salmon Management Plan for Atlantic Salmon Salmo Salar as recommended by the North Atlantic
Salmon Conservation Organization (NASCO) 2013-18 EU - France
93 Salmon note for the needs of COGEPOMI Adour, CRPMEM, IMA, December 2012
94 COGEPOMI Adour plenary session of 7-12-2016
95 NASCO Guidelines for the Protection, Restoration and Development of Atlantic Salmon Habitat CNL (10) 51, page
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hinder ... the return of adults heading for spawning. "

Gillnets from the coasts of Pays Basque, Landes and Gironde are almost

permanent physical barriers
which stop the salmonids on their way to the spawning grounds.
In accordance with COGEPOMI's commitment trough the PLAGEPOMI 2015-2019, it is necessary
"to continue to control the fishing more and more strictly, even when the objective bases are not
known", to multiply the "efforts to reduce the professional fishing and angling of the salmon", "to
adapt the fishing to the reality of the abundance of the species and the restoration efforts deployed"
and "choose the modalities of fisheries management to facilitate control and repression " of
poaching.
It is a question here of prolonging at sea the legal notion of the « blue frame96 » which stops at the
limit of the low ide on the seashore and at the transversal limit of the sea in the estuary. It is a matter
of fully restoring this famous ecological continuity now enshrined in French law, and so often
mentioned about dams that we equip or that we demolish at great expense but which we do not care
at all at sea.
This is to restore an ecological corridor essential for salmon.
This is a free measure, the cost is zero and its effectiveness will be immediate: from one year to
the following, this cohort of salmon that is to be "incidently" captured and whose size is carefully
hidden will suddenly enter the estuary. These thousands of fish will not go unnoticed, we must be
certain. The first test will be a success.
636.A coastal marine band that excludes all gear, professionals and amateurs

On the Landes and Gironde coasts, the first 10 meters deep are very schematically at 1 NM and 20
meters at 2 NM from the coast97.
In the name of salmon, the marine band without gear should therefore be at least 1 nautical mile
wide and ideally 2 miles wide.
In the name of efficiency and the principle of non-discrimination, this prohibition must apply to all
professional and amateur fishing gear, and as such, fixed nets placed on the foreshore at low tide
must be abolished.

4
96 Established in particular by the laws of Grenelle Environment n ° 2009-967 of August 3, 2009 implementation of
the Grenelle Environment, known as Grenelle Law 1, and n ° 2010-788 of July 12, 2010 on national commitment
for the environment, known as the Grenelle 2 law
97 A good mnemonic is to hold 10 meters ≡ 1 MN and 20 meters ≡ 2 NM. Of course, it does not concern the passes of
Arcachon (very flat profile) or the gouf of Capbreton which starts 300 meters from the shore.
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The favorable effect of the exclusion of fixed nets on foreshore near salmonid estuaries, enshrined
in law since 199298 provides a confirmation a posteriori of the accuracy of this measure, as reported
by 14 years of study in the french region Artois-Picardie99 :
"A survey carried out between 1984 and 1998 with fixed-net fishermen in the mouth of the Bresle
River (Artois-Picardie) showed an exploitation / exhaust ratio of 30%, which went down to 9%
because of the imposed distance of these nets. By integrating professional fishermen, the total
catches at sea reached 50 to 65% of the actual stock, depending on the year. Thus, over the entire
Normandy coast, 500 kg of salmon were caught each year from the two source rivers, Bresle and
Arques, between 1980 and 1995. This exploitation is therefore very significant for the stocks
concerned. "
Despite the remoteness of the river Adour estuary, the fixed nets on the tidal zone from Landes and
Gironde estuary continue to catch salmonids, since those fish do not converge on the estuary from
the open sea, but follow the coast to discover it. Statements (by definition uncontrolled) attest to
this despite their poor reliability:

98 Ministerial Order No. 1404 of 2 July 1992 "laying down the conditions for issuing annual authorizations for setting
fixed nets in the tidal zone", Article 10 (f)
99 French plan to implement NASCO recommendations for the protection, management and enhancement of Atlantic
salmon and their habitat, ONEMA, see page 4
http://www.onema.fr/sites/default/files/Plan-francais-Saumon.pdf
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It is also quite surprising to read the concerns of IFREMER in the face of the constant pressure to
obtain more and more licenses to practice this fishery which concerns essentially amateurs.
Seized multiple times by the french administration of the Gironde as to the opportunity to increase
again this number of authorizations100, IFREMER is openly worried in 2013101 and in 2014102 in
these terms:
"A modification of the harvesting of species with a special status (under quota, OSPAR list, ...) will
lead to reconsider the conservation measures in force for this practice."
This concern for the seabass quota since 2017 for anglers of the Bay of Biscay but also the Atlantic
100 The number of licenses for this fixed net fishery in Gironde has increased from 88 in 2010 to 266 in 2014.
101 The feasibility and relevance of an increase in the number of annual authorizations for laying fixed nets on the
Gironde coastline, up to 50, for the year 2014.
Caill-Milly Nathalie, Morandeau Gilles, Oger-Jeanneret Helene (2013). La faisabilité et la pertinence d'une
augmentation du nombre d'autorisations annuelles de pose de filets fixes sur le littoral girondin, à hauteur de 50,
pour l'année 2014. DDTM 33 - Direction Départementale des Territoires et de la Mer de la Gironde, Arcachon, Ref.
LER/AR/-046-2013/NCM-HOJ/ft, 3p
102 Ifremer's opinion on the relevance of an increase in the number of annual net fishing authorizations on the Gironde
coastline in 2015
Caill-Milly Nathalie, Morandeau Gilles, Oger-Jeanneret Helene (2014). Avis de l'Ifremer sur la pertinence d'une
augmentation du nombre d'autorisations annuelles de pêche au filet sur le littoral girondin en 2015 . DDTM 33 Direction Départementale des Territoires et de la Mer de la Gironde , Ref. LER/AR/03-12-14 , 1p.
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salmon on the famous OSPAR list103 of threatened or declining species has not been found in any of
the above mentioned reports about the far larger extractions of salmonids that are responsible for
professional fishermen and their gillnets set at the coast.
637.Stopping driftnets in the Adour estuary
6371. The fundamental justification
Any commercial fishery must now be "sustainable". This is one of the necessary conditions of
the Common Fisheries Policy for more than 20 years: the "conservation limits" of the ecosystem
must be respected at all times.
With regard to the Pyrenean salmon, these famous conservation limits are not registered in the
PLAGEPOMI, which is abnormal and even illegal.
But in any case, they are largely overstepped since the French State declares in April 2017104:

"Other rivers could be classified as" threatened with loss "
("Threatened with total extinction"): "A stream in which the natural salmon
stock is threatened and is at risk of extinction if the factor (s) causing the threat
are not eliminated.
The rivers of the Pyrenees could belong to this category. "
NASCO's recommendation is very clear in this case: "It should be forbidden to catch fish from
stocks that are below conservation limits.105»
ICES asserts the same position: "Commercial exploitation should only be considered from
salmon whose rivers are in full reproductive capacity106»
The application of this recommendation is all the more relevant because the commercial catches of
the estuary and the Adour also concern salmons from the Gave de Pau, which are being
reintroduced, all of which are known to have come from reintroduction and where induced natural
reproduction remains very weak and downright disappointing, despite the efforts made.
This dire situation has been known for almost 20 years by IFREMER scientists who describe this in
an open access report107 on the ARCHIMER database.
103 OSPAR List of threatened and / or declining species and habitats, reference number: 2008-6.
104 Cf. Exhibit 20: Implementation Plan for Atlantic Salmon Management Salmo salar as recommended by the North
Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organization (NASCO) 2013-18 EU - France, cf. page
105 See Exhibit 22 from the NASCO Directive on Salmon Fisheries Management (2009).
106 See Exhibit 23 from the ICES's advice about North East Atlantic Salmon , May 4, 2018.
107 Professional marine fishing in the Adour estuary in 2000. Economic importance and catch characteristics of
diadromous fish.
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« The Adour Atlantic salmon expertise jointly conducted in 1998 by the scientific and technical
bodies concerned (CSP, IFREMER, INRA) at the request of COGEPOMI of the Adour basin
(Anonymous, 1998a), resulted, inter alia, in a diagnosis of insufficient colonization of spawning
grounds and deficit in laid eggs. (...) »
From the point of view of the Common Fisheries Policy, no sustainable commercial fishery can
target an endangered species since by definition the biomass is too low, below the conservation
limits, which we pretend to ignore on the Adour.
The ADRM has initiated two procedures to put an end to these practices of another age.
6372. The triple socio-economic and environmental justification
The whole of this paragraph (text and graphics) alludes to values in euros 2017.
No comparison between the commercial and recreational sector is possible for full-time jobs since
no study is available on this subject.
The gear fishermen of COGEPOMI Adour
Only maritime professionals in the Adour estuary have been the subject of an annual follow-up of
their economic results and tunrover by IFREMER from 1985 to the year 2008 included108.
As of 2009, IFREMER no longer publishes reports. Sales of salmonids are estimated from the
average prices of first auction sale (France Agrimer109) and on catch volumes of estuarine fishermen
from various sources (CRPMEM110, French Agency for Biodiversity, MIGRADOUR association).
Here is the evolution for 30 years of the number of CMEA licenses111 and the average "salmonid"
turnover per CMEA license:

See exhibit 24 extracted from report : Prouzet Patrick (2001). La pêche maritime professionnelle dans l'estuaire de
l'Adour en 2000. Importance économique et caractéristiques des captures de poissons migrateurs
amphihalins. DRV/RST/RH/ 2001-08. https://archimer.ifremer.fr/doc/00000/1577/
108 Professional fisheries in the estuaries of the Loire and Adour :
Extracted from: Guerault Daniel, Desaunay Yves, Beillois Pierre, Prouzet Patrick, Martinet Jean-Pierre, Cuende
François - Xavier, Guerault Daniel, Desaunay Yves, Beillois Pierre, Prouzet Patrick, Martinet Jean-Pierre, Cuende
François - Xavier (1994). Les pêches professionnelles dans les estuaires de la Loire et de l'Adour. Repères
Oceans, (6), 1994. Open Access version : https://archimer.ifremer.fr/doc/00000/1452/ , page 38
109 Data from FRANCE AGRIMER available since 2000 by auction for sea trout and salmon
110 Salmon note for the needs of COGEPOMI Adour, CRPMEM and IMA, December 2012
111 Source: PLAGEPOMI 2015-2019 page 24 and CNPMEM's diadromous deliberations
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It should be noted that the two curves intersect at the beginning of the 2010s in a spectacular way:
the explanation would be mixed and could be due to both a sharp increase in the reported catches
while the fishermen who gave up the CMEA license were preferentially fishermen who did not take
a lot of salmonids or not at all (no specific rights).
Strictly speaking, account should be taken of the "salmonids" turnover of the fresh water
professionals with the "grande pêche" license, which we estimate at 10-20% of the "salmonids"
turnover of the professionals of the estuary since it is the average ratio of catches. As for the
amateurs with the nets, they represent an economic weight measured by the expenses that they pay
to exercise this leisure (boats, gear, displacements, various) which seems very weak and which we
estimate at 5%, especially as these amateurs are not involved in the salmonid fishery: indeed, "they
exploit almost exclusively the great shad (Alosa alosa) in the middle course of the Adour, and the
yellow eel in the lots wher fishing for this species is still allowed"112.
Anglers from COGEPOMI Adour
The commercial fishery weighs economically by the sales it generates and which traditionally
represent the economic weight which is assigned to it: about twenty exercises were studied in detail
by the scientists of IFREMER between the years 80 and 2000.

112Source : PLAGEPOMI 2015-2019, page 22
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The recreational fishery weighs economically by the angler's direct expenses (here mainly purchase
of fishing equipment and transport, but also fishing feees « Pêche Milieu aquatique » and « Timbre
saumon », accommodation and food, etc.), the indirect expenses (impact of the direct expenses on
the other sectors of the economy) and induced expenditure113. In a symptomatic way, no economic
study has been commissioned on this subject.
The only survey available114 is a survey about direct expenses only, conducted by the departmental
federation of anglers.
This study establishes that, on average, every angler spends 1618 € / year to search for the salmon
in the tributaries of Adour river. The order of magnitude of this figure is similar to other studies
done elsewhere for other fisheries, for example:
•

The european sea angler spends an average of 1142 € / year115 according to the European
reference study (direct, indirect and induced expenses)

•

The SUSSEX (UK) sea angler spends an average of 2682 € / year116 according to the AngloSaxon study "Sea Angling 2012" (direct and indirect expenses)

This average expenditure of the Pyrenean salmon anglers results in an overall total of 1.53 M €.
This figure seems very low for the main river (the Gave of OLORON) which offers a linear so long
for the sport practice117. This estimate does not take into account indirect and induced expenses.
Comparatively, the same estimates for the salmon fishery in Great Britain lead to much higher
figures for rivers, which are generally much shorter. But the calculation method is radically
different because the organization of the fishery is jradically different too: the large salmon rivers
are divided into lots that are rented throughout the fishing season. Turnover is then reduced to the
unit of a single catch. In 2017, the UK Environment Agency estimates the "recreational"
commercial value of a single salmon caught on the line at £ 15,655 which is out of all proportion to
the 'food' commercial value that is of the order of 185 € for an average salmon of 4 kg sold at the
113 expenses incurred by the angler for another activity induced by the practice of fishing, for example, equipment for
making videos of his outings
114 Recreational fishing of Atlantic salmon in the Pyrénées-Atlantiques, Synthesis economic survey :
Pêche de loisir du saumon atlantique dans les Pyrénées-Atlantiques, Synthèse enquête approche économique,
FDPPMA 64, 2013
115Hyder, K, Radford, Z, Prellezo, R, Weltersbach, MS, Lewin, WC, Zarauz, L, Ferter, K, Ruiz, J, Townhill, B,
Mugerza, E, & Strehlow, HV, 2017, Research for PECH Committee - Marine recreational and semi-subsistence
fishing - its value and its impact on fish stocks, European Parliament, Policy Department for Structural and
Cohesion Policies, Brussels
116Armstrong, M., Brown, A., Hargreaves, J., Hyder, K., Pilgrim-Morrison, S., Munday, M., Proctor, S., Roberts, A.
and Williamson, K. 2013. Sea Angling 2012 – a survey of recreational sea angling activity and economic value
in England. Available: http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Document.aspx?
Document=12025_SeaAngling2012synthesisreportFINAL.pdf
117 The Adour has its source in the Pyrenees at the foot of the mountain Pic du Midi and flows into the Bay of Biscay
at Bayonne after traveling 312 km. Its main tributaries are: the Gave of Pau and its 191 km, the Gave d'Oloron
joined Oloron Sainte-Marie by the gaves of Aspe and Ossau, which travels 150 km until its confluence with the
Gave de Pau and the Nive which joins the Adour Bayonne after 80 km;
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auction of SAINT JEAN DE LUZ.
The theoretical potential value of this or that river is then deduced by multiplying this value by the
estimated number of salmon that go up this river.
Rivers

Type of economic value
indicated

Estimated economic value

Adour

Salmon and sea trout,
direct expenses only

1,53 M€

Itchen (Hampshire)

Salmon, recreative
commercial value

12,21 M€ + sea trout value

Test (Hampshire)

Salmon, recreative
commercial value

21,03 M€ + sea trout value

Avon (Hampshire)

Salmon, recreative
commercial value

12,21 M€ + sea trout value

Frome (Dorset)

Salmon, recreative
commercial value

13,34 M€ + sea trout value

These remarks being made, the 2013 economic weight of salmon lovers at the line (1.53 M €) can
be compared:
•

to the turnover of professionals of the estuary for salmonids, whose average 1986-2008 is
evaluated at 177 K €

•

to the turnover of estuary professionals for all species, including glass eel, whose 1986-2008
average is of the order of 1.086 M € (euros 2017)
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The recreational salmon fishery today generates estimated direct expenditures in 2013 118 of
1 555 000 € (euros 2018) by almost a thousand anglers for only 233 captured salmon119,
of which 10 to 15% are released under excellent conditions: the average angler must fish
125 days that is to say fish 5 seasons (25 fishing parties per season) to hope to take only one
of these fish, and do not hesitate to invest 1648 € every year to reach his graal : the « bite »
is paid 8 240 €.
In 2015, the departmental federation of anglers estimated the attendance of anglers to 25
000 fishing days per year: the catch of a salmon is therefore worth on average after 125
trips.
Salmon caught on the line generates 40 to 50 times more wealth than salmon trapped by a net. This
spectacular gap is traditionally observed in the four corners of the planet, for example in the British
Isles and in reality, for all species sought after by "sport" fishing: for example, the North American
striped bass120, the speckled trout121 from the east coast of America and the red drum122 from Texas

and Florida, or the European seabass123 in British Sussex, Ireland or the Isle of Man. It is the
miracle of all the "game fish", these sport fish that trigger insatiable and sometimes
irrational passions.
118 Recreational fisheries for Atlantic salmon in the Pyrénées-Atlantiques, Economic survey, FDPPMA 64, 2013
119 Average catches of anglers since 2000. Source: CNICS, National Interpretation Center for Migratory Salmon
Catches:
https://www6.rennes.inra.fr/u3e/PRESENTATION/Organisation/Pole-Gest-Aqua/CNICS
120 Morone saxatilis
121 Cynoscion nebulosus
122 Sciaenops ocellatus
123 Dicentrarchus labrax
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On the Cascapedia River124 in Quebec, much shorter than the two great Pyrenean gaves, this
fishery contributes $ 7.2 million to Quebec's GDP and generates 172 full-time jobs. Locally,
salmon fishing and related tourism create one job out of 30.

Finally, the conclusions of the comparative study are here also without appeal:
The anglers are of the order of one thousand, represent more than a million ½ euros
of direct economic benefits but only have 10% of the votes of COGEPOMI Adour.
Professional gear fishermen whose numbers are in free fall (currently about forty on
salmon, including marine and fluvial) and who generate 200 000 euros of turnover
with salmonids (average over the last 10 years) have 30 % of the votes of
COGEPOMI Adour.

Since the central mission of COGEPOMI seeks to optimize the exploitation of Atlantic
salmon and to make it sustainable, it is necessary to admit the superiority of recreational
fishing and to stop the predation of commercial fishing, whether legal or accidental.

124 Gardner Pinfold Economic Report Halifax Salmon, Economic Consulting Firm (Nova Scotia), funded by the
Government of Canada : http://gardnerpinfold.ca/
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6373. The social treatment of stopping a fishery

The ban of salmon driftnets fishing imposes a fair social treatment of the jobs concerned: we
propose that these skills become the bedrock of the new jobs of tomorrow, the famous
"fisheries-related environmental services" which our sick societies have so urgently needed:
here, the fight against the poaching of the glass eel in winter and there, the surveillance of
recreational salmon fisheries in the summer.
The political will of such a transition was translated as early as the 1980s by Europe and stil
remains125 and the articles on measures 34, 30 and 44 of the European Fund for Maritime Affairs
and Fisheries should have already allowed this major switch for a long time.
Elle sera renouvelée dans le prochain plan de financement126.
The last commercial fishermen of the Adour wild salmon could thus become its most effective
protectors.

֍
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125 Regulation (EU) n°508-2014 of the european parliament and the council of 15 May 2014 on the European
Maritime and Fisheries Fund articles 34,30 et 44
126 COM (2018) 390 final: Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the European
Maritime and Fisheries Fund and repealing Regulation (EU) No 508/2014 of the European Parliament and of the
Council, Articles 17,22, 26 and 29
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